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MOVEMENT
Si Tingyu's eyes were worried, she glanced at Siqi next to her, opened
her mouth, wanting to say something, but in the end she still did not
speak, she also understood that her current strength is relative to the
battle saint. , It's really too weak.

"Hey, let's not talk about it, by the way, A Yuan, how are you thinking
about it? Tingyu and Tingxue, both can marry you."

Siqi glanced at Si Tingyu, who had a complicated expression on the
side, smiled, and looked at Lu Yuan and said.

"Maybe I still want to see your wedding before you leave."

This departure is not just for them leaving the palace. Lu Yuan thinks
that this is probably because Master Siqi said that they left Daqixing?

Although Lu Yuan had decided to pay attention, he would deal with
the holy- level alienated beast first and would not leave, but when he
heard this, he was still a little embarrassed.

This condition is too tempting, how should he refuse?

It's not just him, but Si Tingyu next to him was also taken aback. Then
the complicated expression disappeared, and there was a slight
redness on the serious and serious face, he glanced at Lu Yuan, and
somehow dodged.

Lu Yuan was impressed by Si Tingyu's eyes, and he wanted to say
whether it would be better today.

However, he still coughed and restrained himself.
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At least during this period of time, there may have been changes in
the alienated beast. How could it be possible to hold a wedding or
something.

And I'm still studying in the genius camp, still young.

Si listened to the rain and seemed to have thought of something, and
said:

"Ancestor, don't worry about that."

Siqi hummed softly, stared at Si Tingyu, and then shook his head:

"That's it, you can go."

Lu Yuan guessed that Siqi and Li Xinghai were looking for them
before.

The two nodded, then bid farewell to Si Qi and Li Xinghai, and left the
palace.

Tiancai Camp, Si Tingyu’s underground containment room, the bodies
of Lu Yuan and Si Tingyu emerged.

Si Ting Yu Qiao's ruddy face hadn't disappeared yet, seeing Lu Yuan's
eyes dodge a little.

Lu Yuan looked a little funny, but he didn't expect a serious tutor to
have such a shy side.

He looked at Si Tingyu with an innocent look:

"Teacher, what's the matter with you? Why is your face so red?"

Si listened to the rain for a moment, stared at Lu Yuan, and then
thought of something, as if to ask inadvertently:

"By the way, what do you mean by Father Li Xinghai, what happened
between you and Qinghe?"



Lu Yuan gave a dry cough, a little embarrassed.

Didn’t expect my tutor to be curious about this?

He glanced at his mentor, and then said with a dry smile: "Well, about
this matter, would you like to ask the mentor, Sister Qinghe?"

Si Tingyu glanced at Lu Yuan who was a little embarrassed, folded his
hands on his chest, and nodded slightly: "I see."

At this moment, the door of the underground training room opened,
and there were footsteps, and he walked down.

Lu Yuan and Si Tingyu stopped their previous conversation tacitly at
the same time, and looked up in the direction of the stairs.

Then the two saw Si Tingxue and Rebecca walking down. Si Tingxue
was as cold as ever, and Rebecca still had a lively smile, even walking
up the stairs with a bounce of joy.

After seeing Lu Yuan, Rebecca's eyes lit up and she ran over with a
smile:

"Ayuan, you are there too."

Lu Yuan smiled and rubbed Rebecca's orange hair, then smiled and
nodded: "Yeah."

Si Tingxue glanced at Lu Yuan, turned to look at Si Tingyu, and
noticed that there was still a trace of redness on Si Tingyu’s face. Si
Tingxue was taken aback, raised her eyebrows, and looked at Lu
Yuan’s There was a hint of suspiciousness in his expression.

Lu Yuan noticed Si Tingxue's gaze and was startled. He didn't expect
this ice block to be so sharp.

Wait... I don't seem to be doing anything, what's the guilty
conscience?



Wait... Even if he does something, he has no guilty conscience. After
all, Master Siqi said that.

Lu Yuan immediately raised his head and straightened his chest,
staring straight at Si Tingxue without giving up.

Noting Lu Yuan's straight eyes, Si Tingxue didn't dare to look at Lu
Yuan, snorted, and silently looked away.

Rebecca did not notice Lu Yuan and Si Tingxue looking at each other.
Si Tingyu next to him was still facing the previous question, and did
not pay attention. Lu Yuan showed a triumphant smile.

…………

At night, Lu Yuan had dinner in Si Tingyu’s dormitory, and then
returned to his dormitory when the night fell.

There was no one in the hall, and Lu Yuan didn't know whether Yang
Ping and McGonagall had come back. After all, neither of them was a
new student anymore, so naturally they also had something to be
busy with.

Lu Yuan returned to his room, and then planned to start the previous
plan.

His whole body was surging with spiritual power, and a series of
shadow clones flew out from the shadow under him, standing in front
of him.

Each shadow clone is made up of pure darkness, without a face, just
maintaining a human form.

Lu Yuan's mind moved, these shadow clones stepped into the space,
almost without arousing spatial fluctuations, and disappeared in
place.

Lu Yuan did not stop, he continued to consume spiritual power,
creating shadow clones one by one.



With Lu Yuan's current strength, if he consumes his entire power, pay
attention to creating hundreds of shadow clones, all of which have
half the strength of Lu Yuan.

To be honest, even Lu Yuan's body would feel extremely dangerous in
the face of a siege of a half-strength with hundreds of shadow clones.

Furthermore, Lu Yuan can absorb spiritual power and continue to
create shadow clones until it reaches the limit of his spiritual power
control.

Lu Yuan quickly tested this limit value, with a total of 600 shadow
clones.

This is a number that makes Lu Yuan's body feel terrifying. There are
600 shadow clones and half the power of Lu Yuan's body. If Lu Yuan's
body is besieged, he feels that he should escape.

Lu Yuan sent out all the shadow clones. With his current spiritual
power, he has the blessing of seven Saint-level transcendent genes,
plus the blessing of Saint-level gene weapons. If he spreads with all
his strength, pay attention to covering the entire Daqixing. Of course,
the content that may be perceived is not detailed enough.

Even so, this is totally unbelievable for a genetic warrior who only
enters the Battle King level.

And if you only control the shadow clone, the area that Lu Yuan can
cover is even much larger.

Of course, Lu Yuan's goal is just the entire Daqixing.

Lu Yuan was inspired by the method of monitoring Siqi and Li Xinghai,
and planned to hide a small part of the shadow clones in the shadow
of the Daqixing war emperor.

Judging from Lu Yuan's understanding of that holy grade alienated
beast, that alienated beast has a strong vengeance, which is
understandable.



After all, as an alienated beast, it is an extremely cruel existence in
itself, even if it is cunning, it is still cruel.

Lu Yuan can directly wait for the rabbit through the shadow clone
hidden in the shadow of the war emperor. If the alienated beast
intends to sneak attack the war emperor, Lu Yuan can rush to it
directly, and even save the war emperor.

There were only thirty-nine war emperors in the entire Daqixing.
There were not even one tenth of Lu Yuan's shadow clone. Lu Yuan
easily hid the shadow clone into the shadow of others.

Lu Yuan discovered that the old man Li Xinghai and the old man Siqi
were still together, still in the back mountain of the imperial palace,
not only the two of them, but the thirty-nine war emperors, at least
two by two.

Lu Yuan was a little strange, and then he understood something.

The alienated fierce beast is a holy level, and it is said that it has a not
weak space ability. If it is assassinated, it is only a war emperor-level
powerhouse, and there is no way to resist it. If it is two, it may be a
little bit when it is assassinated. vitality.

Lu Yuan thought this was a good way.

And for the remaining five hundred shadow clones, Lu Yuan
controlled them to go to Daqixing's various places to perceive the
location of the alienated fierce beast.

After doing all this, Lu Yuan felt relieved and devoted himself to his
cultivation.

…………

Four days later, the Red Maple Empire Palace Houshan.

Li Xinghai and Si Qi are still together, sitting cross-legged in the
training room to practice.



There was something they didn't talk to Lu Yuan and Si Tingyu before.

They all know that the alienated beast is good at space movement,
and they are together to prevent the alienated beast from directly
using the space to move assassin.

The two war emperors also wanted face, of course they didn't know
that the shadow clone of Lu Yuan was actually hidden in their
shadows.

At this moment, behind Li Xinghai, the space fluctuated slightly, and a
shady green, skinny claw came out silently and grabbed Li Xinghai's
body.

The green claws hardly fluctuate, and even Li Xinghai and Siqi did not
respond at all.

At this moment, Li Xinghai's remaining shadow suddenly distorted
slightly. The next moment, the space was suddenly distorted, and the
claw disappeared in place.

Until then, Li Xinghai and Siqi did not feel the spatial fluctuations.
They suddenly opened their eyes and turned to look in the direction
of the spatial fluctuations.

Li Xinghai felt cold behind his back, his pupils contracted slightly, and
his eyes were full of horror.

Siqi frowned, his voice solemnly said:

"Old man Li, right behind you?! Could it be that alienated beast??"

Li Xinghai took a deep breath, closed his eyes slightly, and then
suddenly opened:

"Suddenly there are spatial fluctuations, even we did not perceive it
before. It can only be the alienated beast. Could it be that the
saint-level powerhouse with spatial genes is joking with me?"



Siqi looked at the calming spatial fluctuations, and said with some
doubts: "Then why did the alienated fierce beast suddenly leave? And
also made a movement?"

Li Xinghai also fell silent, staring at the previously fluctuating spatial
position.

At this moment, the two of them suddenly changed their faces,
suddenly raised their heads, and looked towards the sky, as if they
could see the outside world through the ceiling of the training room.

They glanced at each other, their eyes filled with amazement.

Siqi was surprised: "What a powerful aura fluctuation!"

"Two Dao, actually two Dao? One of them is extremely evil, it must be
the alienated beast, and who is the other? Many forces of different
nature are mixed together..."

Li Xinghai's eyes were full of disbelief and murmured.

So many equally powerful forces of different nature mixed together, it
is a bit of a challenge to his worldview.

This is totally unreasonable. The average genetic warrior only burns
extraordinary genes in one direction. Even the powerful one only
burns two or three directions.

How many are these?

The two looked at each other and their eyes flashed.

Siqi took a deep breath: "A sage has discovered the alienated beast,
and is now fighting the alienated beast? Go, let's go and take a look!"

Li Xinghai nodded, and the two of them went out, disappeared into
the same place in an instant, and flew towards the extreme distance
from the breath.



Not just two people, in every area of   Da Qi Xing, there are strong
people flying in the air, flying in the direction of the breath.

There is a war emperor in it, and there are also some war emperors
with extremely powerful auras.

And ordinary warlords and warlords can't sense such a distant and
powerful aura.

…………

A moment ago, when the alienated fierce beast stretched its paws
towards Li Xinghai, in the dormitory of the Talent Camp, Lu Yuan, who
was sitting cross- legged, opened his eyes, and there was a deep dark
light flowing in his eyes.

He narrowed his eyes slightly, and it was fortunate that he had
thought a little more before, hiding the shadow clone in the shadow of
the emperor.

I didn't expect that the alienated fierce beast actually intended to
sneak attack on the Emperor Zhan.

And even intending to attack Father Li Xinghai?

Why is Li Xinghai Father?

Although Lu Yuan was a little bit confused, he was also a little afraid.
Father Li Xinghai treated him well, not to mention the ancestor of
Sister Qinghe. Sister Qinghe might be very sad if something goes
wrong.

He immediately controlled the shadow clone to use the space transfer
ability, and forcibly transferred the alienated fierce beast located in
the dimensional space to the very distant space.

If his main body is there, there may not be much movement in the
transfer process~www.mtlnovel.com~ may not be discovered by Li
Xinghai and Siqi, but the strength of the clone is only half of his. He



found that only If only using the clone, it would be very laborious to
transfer the alienated beast, and it would be impossible to hide too
much movement.

After transferring the alienated fierce beast, Lu Yuan stepped forward
and disappeared into the room. At the same time, at various places in
Daqi Xing, the shadows fluctuated, and the shadow clones
disappeared.

…………

In the deep vacuum, Lu Yuan and the alienated fierce beast stood
opposite each other, looking at each other.

Lu Yuan looked at the alienated fierce beast, with a height of nearly
four meters at the shoulder, covered with a green lin armor, and with
incomparable scarlet patterns on it. It looked a bit like an underfed
dog, but it looked very ugly.

Although he looked ugly, the evil green mist surging around the green
dog still made Lu Yuan frowned slightly, feeling great pressure.

What a powerful breath!

This is the most powerful aura Lu Yuan has ever seen. Even the
Heavenly Underworld Saint might not necessarily be its opponent,
right?

Of course, when Lu Yuan faced the Heavenly Underworld Sage, his
strength was still relatively weak, and he could not carefully sense
how strong the Heavenly Underworld Sage's limit was.

But if this green dog has spatial ability, even if the Heavenly
Underworld Saint can defeat it, it would be extremely difficult to kill it.

Lu Yuan exhaled a bit of muddy breath, with a cold color in his eyes.
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